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KSPC Meeting – Monday 7th December 2020 – 7pm 

 

Agenda Meeting Papers 

 

Agenda Item 9 – 2021/22 Budget 

Draft budget for consideration attached.  

 

Agenda Item 10 – NDP Update 

 

a) Independent Site Assessments 

Please refer to separate report. 

N.B. If Council wish to commission a new Landscape Assessment, grant funding rules must be considered.  

 

b) Independent Evidence Based Review of draft policies 

The order of review, together with additional notes, as agreed at the Extraordinary Meeting of 9th November 

2020 have been forwarded to AECOM, EBPD Team, and work is progressing.   

 

c) Next Steps and Timeline 

Meeting held with TVBC’s NDP Officer and Community Engagement Officer.  The NDP Officer is kindly drafting 

next steps from not to completion, with approximate timeline. As a guide she estimates we will be entering the 

final stages around Christmas 2021, with an aim to complete in the first part of 2022.   

 

d) Website 

The Website is being updated.  The draft 2018 NDP has been left intact, given its own tab.  A new tab entitled 

“New NDP – Updates – Work in Progress” is being developed to keep the public informed; currently work in 

progress.  

 

e) Technical Support and Grant Funding  

 

Technical Support: Range of packages available – details can be found via the link below. In addition, ‘Locality’ 

has agreed to discuss with AECOM the possibility of technical support to assist with our Site Selection process. 

E.g. to ensure local criteria considered is impartial and sound.  Funding for this is not yet confirmed.    

 

Grant Support: Locality confirm we can apply for grant support for consultancy, up to a maximum of £15,373 

(amount remaining from an allocation of £18,000).  This can be used for specialist assessments, to support 

consultations e.g. room hire and printing costs, and for the purposes of drafting the NDP. The latter is encouraged. 

The day-rate for consultancy must be less than £550.  

 

N.B. Speaking with both Locality and the NDP Officer in respect to Council’s 2021/22 budget planning, neither 

could foresee anything for which either Technical or Grant Support would not cover.  However, further to my 

telephone calls, I note the Neighbourhood Planning guidance states up to 4 packages can be applied for within the 

period 2015 – 2022.  Applications can include funding for multiple specialist assessments, but if this is rigid, our 

applications will require careful planning.  I have sent an enquiry.  

Application deadline for grants for this financial year (2020/2021): Applications for grant support for 2020-2021 

can be submitted until 5pm on 29 January 2021. This means the last date for completing an Expression of Interest 

form for a grant application is 5pm on 28 January (we will still need to complete our application form by 5pm on the 

29 January). Expenditure through a grant must be completed on or before 31 March 2021.  Technical Support is 

not affected by these timeframes.  

 

Further information Technical and Grant Support can be found via the following link.  

Guidance-notes-2020-21-Final-20-08-20-pdf- (1).pdf 

 

Agenda Item 11 – Request from Village Hall for a letter of support for grant application.  

E-mail received from the Village Hall, re: HCC Rural Communities Fund.   

“The VH has applied for three grants from this fund and a letter of approval to the fund for the projects involved is 

required form KSPC. 
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The first project is to build a mini brick wall and railings on the hall main entrance ramp, substantially improving 

DDA compliance. This will be for the benefit of the community particularly, the disabled. We need a letter of 

approval for this grant application. 

The second & third are improvements to the ongoing AV system currently being installed at the hall for which TVBC 

have already agreed a grant. 

The A V installers Whitwams have suggested improvements to the specification to make the system more 

beneficial to the community.  By installing a remote camera and microphones and helping to integrate the hearing 

loop into more things, a wider use of mobile technologies will be enabled; currently limited until this infrastructure 

upgrade is complete. This will also require additional wiring and installation time. 

We are applying for two grants, one to cover the remote camera and microphones and the other to cover the cost 

of the additional wiring and installation.  One letter of approval from the PC will suffice for these two grant 

applications. 

Both letters should state that the in the opinion of the PC these improvements will be to the benefit of the 

community of The Sombornes and Ashley”.   

Agenda Item 12 – Cemetery 

As mentioned in my report at the last meeting, it would be helpful if an interested councillor would be prepared to 

support me with the cemetery work, on an as needs basis.  E.g. to visit and advise if a parishioner raises a 

concern; and to ‘mark’ plots for the Funeral Director, when I am not available. There are two cemetery books, 

which show the location of all the graves in the cemetery.  The councillor would need please to keep their book 

updated when advised of a new interment. Also, to get to know how the cemetery operates and begin, with myself, 

to think through long term improvements that would be of benefit.  

Agenda Item 13 – Speed Limit Reminder (SLR) 

We have been approached by Simon Nightingale, Project Engineer, TVBC, regarding a second hand SLR, the 

same as our existing, which Stockbridge Parish Council no longer require. The SLR is currently with the 

manufacturer awaiting an instruction from a parish council which would like it. Repairs will cost approximately £550 

plus VAT. For 2 batteries, leads, brackets and padlocks we need to allow £230.  This compares to circa £3,000 for 

a new SLR. 

Rotate or Static?: TVBC and the Department for Transport advise the sign is moved at least monthly, ideally 

fortnightly, so motorists don’t get too used to the sign being in once place and start to ignore it. TVBC advise static 

electronic signs are generally reserved for hazards in a particular location, such as crossroads or sharp bends. 

We currently rotate our existing SLR every 2 weeks, around 6 sites.  Options:  

a) To rotate around the same sites: We will need to request HCC’s Traffic Management Team add the SLR 

to our current licence.  To rotate the new SLR fortnightly around the same sites will cost £511 for the year, 

pro-rata to align with our current contract. 

 

b) To rotate, incorporating an additional site(s): We will need to undertake a risk assessment and obtain 

agreement from HCC’s Traffic Management Team.  Hopefully possible using an existing Highways sign, 

the installation of an additional post is around £100.  Costs to move the SLR around sites as above.  

 

c) Static Site: We will need to undertake a risk assessment and obtain agreement from HCC’s Traffic 

Management Team.  This may or may not be agreed.  If agreed, bollards are approximately £150 each.  

Before confirming agreement with TVBC, we should seek agreement from HCC’s Traffic Management Team; and if 

additional sites are preferred, undertake the required risk assessments.  If the Council proceeds, subject to 

agreement from HCC’s Traffic Management Team, Simon will put us in touch with the manufacturer as we will 

need to authorise the repair direct. Once repaired the SLR will be posted to us for use.  

Liz Manship – 05/12/20 


